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                                           What have we been learning? 

We have all really enjoyed our topic throughout terms 3 and 4. We have talked together 

about what we enjoyed most whilst learning. This is what we said.  

Daisy- “I liked it when we were in Africa and we made our Lion masks, because I got to 

practise my tickling effect with the paintbrush.” 

Annabella- “I enjoyed writing the story of Tiddalick, when we were in Australia because I 

thought it was a really good story”. 

Lewis- “My best part of this learning was when we were in Africa, and I tried African 

Drumming for the first time”. 

Chloe- “When we were in North America, I liked designing my headband and then doing 

printing to put the pattern onto them.” 

Ben C- “I just liked learning everything, because I found out so much about the world and 

all the continents!” 

Both Miss Pursey and Mrs Cleverley, have been amazed at the quality of all the learning 

from the children over the past 2 terms and are very proud of them. Well done Jet Class. 

Next Term 

We will be introducing the children to the book 

that we will be using for this term- Into the Forest. 

 

In maths we will be learning about borrowing and 

carrying when using column addition/subtraction.  

We will be learning about microhabitats and we will 

start to think about designing some of our own.  

We will also be writing instructions and making 

bird food for the birds around our school.  

 

 
 
 

Other News 

Easter Holiday Home Learning - During the 

holidays please support your children with the 

following learning.  

- There will be 2 books issued to them on Bug 

Club.  

- A maths Assessment on Mathletics. Some 

children also have some other learning from 

previous weeks on Mathletics still to be 

completed.  

- A comprehension paper; this is the second 

part and is slightly harder than the one the 

children read a copy of weeks ago. Please 

support your child with this, but ensure that 

they do all the reading independently.  

Don’t forget on Monday 24th April, we have our 

topic launch. All of the children will need to come 

to school as their favourite traditional fairy tale 

character, with suitable footwear for us to walk to 

the woods and a packed lunch.  
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